ABSTRACT: Layered gallium telluride (GaTe) has attracted much attention recently, due to its extremely high photoresponsivity, short response time, and promising thermoelectric performance. Different from most commonly studied two-dimensional (2D) materials, GaTe has in-plane anisotropy and a low symmetry with the C 2h 3 space group. Investigating the in-plane optical anisotropy, including the electron−photon and electron−phonon interactions of GaTe is essential in realizing its applications in optoelectronics and thermoelectrics. In this work, the anisotropic light-matter interactions in the low-symmetry material GaTe are studied using anisotropic optical extinction and Raman spectroscopies as probes. Our polarized optical extinction spectroscopy reveals the weak anisotropy in optical extinction spectra for visible light of multilayer GaTe. Polarized Raman spectroscopy proves to be sensitive to the crystalline orientation of GaTe, and shows the intricate dependences of Raman anisotropy on flake thickness, photon and phonon energies. Such intricate dependences can be explained by theoretical analyses employing first-principles calculations and group theory. These studies are a crucial step toward the applications of GaTe especially in optoelectronics and thermoelectrics, and provide a general methodology for the study of the anisotropy of light-matter interactions in 2D layered materials with in-plane anisotropy. KEYWORDS: light-matter interaction, electron−photon interaction, polarization-dependent Raman spectroscopy, polarization-dependent optical extinction, group theory, optical transition selection rules T wo-dimensional (2D) materials constitute a large family with various members from the ones with high in-plane symmetry, such as graphene, to those with low in-plane symmetry, such as black phosphorus (BP), gallium telluride (GaTe), tin selenide (SnSe) and rhenium disulfide (ReS 2 ).
BP, including electron−photon and electron−phonon interactions, which indicates that it is crucial to understand the detailed anisotropy before applying the low-symmetry layered material to practical applications. 6, 10, 12, 16, 17 As one of the important members among low-symmetry layered materials, GaTe has gained increasing attention in recent years.
18−28 With a direct bandgap of ∼1.7 eV for thicknesses ranging from few-layer to bulk, GaTe has demonstrated extremely high photoresponsivity (10 4 A/W) and a short response time (6 ms) in photodetectors, 20 and also promising potentials in various other photonic applications such as solar cells, imaging arrays, radiation detectors, nonlinear optics, 22, 27, 29 as well as in thermoelectric devices. 30, 31 Although the in-plane anisotropic performance of those properties has been observed, 2, 24 ,32 the reason behind, as well as a convenient spectroscopic identification of the crystalline orientation, are still under exploration.
In this work, we report the in-plane optical anisotropy in the low-symmetry layered material GaTe, including its anisotropic optical absorption, optical extinction and Raman scattering, which reveal anisotropic light-matter interactions. We found that a GaTe multilayer shows a weak anisotropy of optical absorption and extinction in the visible spectral range, but Raman intensity shows a strong dependence on crystalline orientation. These experimental observations can be explained by first-principles calculations and group theory analyses. Moreover, due to the thickness dependence of the energy band structure and the symmetry of each energy level, the anisotropies of the Raman intensity show an intricate dependence on flake thickness, photon and phonon energies, which can be explained by group theory and optical transition selection rules. This work provides important guidelines for the design of optoelectronic and thermoelectric devices made of GaTe, and presents a general methodology for the study of optical anisotropy in layered materials with in-plane anisotropy.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Bulk GaTe is a layered material with monoclinic structure as shown in Figure 1 (a,b), which consists of 6 Ga and 6 Te atoms in the primitive unit cell. The adjacent GaTe layers are stacked to each other in the z-direction by van der Waals forces. Bulk GaTe has C 2h 3 (C2/m) symmetry, 20, 33, 34 which has a 2-fold rotational axis C 2 (y-axis) and a mirror plane σ h (x−z plane). The inset in Figure 1 (a) illustrates the Brillouin zone with several high-symmetry points Γ , M, Z, M′, P and N. According to our density functional theory (DFT) calculations ( Figure  S1 ), a direct bandgap is located at the Z point (E g = 1.65 eV) and slightly larger bandgaps can be seen at the P or M point (E g = 1.80 eV), which is consistent with the previous works. 23, 24 Both the highest valence band and the lowest conduction band are almost flat along the M-Z-M′-P-M line of the Brillouin zone and optical transitions for energies close to the bandgap are expected to occur along this line.
The nonresonant Raman spectrum obtained from the density functional perturbation theory (DFPT) calculations is shown in Figure 1 (c). According to group theory and the calculated phonon dispersion relation ( Figure S2(a) ), GaTe has 36 phonon modes in total, 18 of which are Raman-active: 12 A g modes and 6 B g modes. The calculated frequency values and vibrational motions of all the 36 phonon modes are listed in Table S1 and Figure S3 , respectively. Most of the calculated Raman peaks were also observed in our experiments, as seen in Figure 1 (d) for a Raman spectrum on a multilayer GaTe flake measured in vacuum. The Raman modes that were not observed in experiments have either weak intensity or low frequency (<100 cm −1 ), which is out of the detection range of conventional Raman spectrometers. To study the in-plane anisotropic optical properties, we carried out angle-resolved polarized Raman measurements. In Figure 2 , the optical image (Figure 2(a) ) of a GaTe flake on a TEM (transmission electron microscopy) grid is shown together with the corresponding TEM diffraction pattern (inset of Figure 2 (a)) and the polarized Raman spectra ( Figure  2 (b)) with different polarization angles under parallel configuration. Raman spectra for additional polarization angles and peak fittings are shown in Figure S4 . Eight Raman modes can be readily observed experimentally: 107, 115, 126, 142, 161, 208, 268, and 280 cm −1 . From the electron diffraction pattern, the 0°axis corresponds to the x-axis of the crystalline orientation shown in Figure 1(a-b) . According to the DFPT calculations, five Raman modes are A g modes (107, 115, 208, 268, 280 cm −1 ), one is B g mode (161 cm −1 ), and two are double-resonant modes (126, 142 cm −1 ). These doubleresonant modes 35, 36 are created by two phonons of ∼60 cm −1 and ∼70 cm −1 , respectively, showing their broad features with Raman intensities proportional to the excitation laser power ( Figure S2(b) ). The shape of the phonon dispersion is flat and the phonon density of states is large around 60−70 cm −1 , which is in good agreement with our observation that the Raman modes at 126 and 142 cm −1 are strong. 37, 38 Moreover, double-resonant modes generally have a weak anisotropy and exhibit broad features because many different combinations for two phonons are possible to contribute to Raman intensity (not necessarily just the Γ point phonons).
The polar plots of the angle-resolved polarized Raman intensity are summarized in Figure 2 ), double-resonant (126 cm −1 ) and B g (161 cm −1 ) modes, which are also marked in Figure 2 (b). The polar plots of other modes are shown in Figure S5 . It can be seen that Raman-active modes show a variety of degrees of anisotropy: under 633 nm laser excitation, the double-resonant modes at 126 and 142 cm −1 exhibit weak anisotropy, while the modes at 107, 115, 208, 268, and 280 cm −1 show relatively stronger anisotropy with a period of 180°and with maximum intensities along the x-axis. 37 This anisotropy supports the interpretation of the five modes with the same A g symmetry. On the other hand, the mode around 161 cm −1 shows a 4-fold anisotropy with a period of 90°, and the maximum (minimum) intensities along 45°and 135°(along the crystal axes x and y). This further confirms the different symmetry (B g ) of the 161 cm −1 mode 37 compared to the five other modes with A g symmetry. It can be seen that the crystalline orientation directly probed by TEM (inset of Figure 2 (a)) is well matched with the polarized Raman profiles (Figures 2(c) and S5 ). These phenomena in GaTe show that polarized Raman spectroscopy can indicate crystalline orientation, and the anisotropy of the Raman intensity is strongly related to phonon symmetry. Similar phenomena have also been reported in other 2D materials with in-plane anisotropy. 39, 40 Furthermore, the detailed dependences of the in-plane anisotropy of the Raman intensity on different factors: flake thickness, excitation laser wavelength and phonon frequency, were all studied. In Table 1 , we list the polar plots of the polarized Raman intensities under different excitation wavelengths (532, 633, and 785 nm) and with different flake thicknesses (58 and 136 nm) for first-order Raman modes at 107, 115, 161, 208, 268, and 280 cm . Table S2 shows the same information for double-resonant modes (126, 142 cm
−1
). The flakes used for the Raman measurements in Table 1 are mechanically exfoliated from a single-crystal bulk GaTe, and show variations in thicknesses but are physically connected that ensures the same crystalline orientation. In fact, we have measured more than 60 flakes, and found that the Raman profiles are maintained for thicknesses from 51 to 68 nm, in which the 58 nm-thickness is chosen as the representative for this thickness range. Similarly, the Raman profiles for the flake with a thickness of 136 nm also represent the thickness range from 110 to 170 nm. For few-layer flakes (thickness smaller than ∼15 nm), the Raman signals are very weak, partly due to the change of the atomic structure and the small light-matter interactions in those GaTe flakes. ) and B g mode (161 cm As seen in Table 1 , the degree of anisotropy for the Raman modes depends not only on phonon mode symmetry, but also on phonon frequency (phonon energy), excitation laser wavelength (photon energy) and flake thickness. It can be seen from Table 1 that the major maximum of the Raman intensity is aligned along either 0°or 90°for all the Raman modes except for the 161 cm −1 mode, and for all the excitation wavelengths used. This indicates that either 0°or 90°c orresponds to the x-axis of the GaTe crystal. The Raman anisotropic profiles are observed to change with laser excitation wavelengths: the major maxima for 532 nm laser excitation are seen to be rotated by 90°from the major maxima for the 633 and 785 nm laser excitation for some Raman modes, such as the 107, 115, 208, and 268 cm −1 modes. We also notice that the major maxima of the polarized Raman intensity remain along the same direction (along 0°) for all the A g modes measured under 633 and 785 nm laser excitations, but can change their directions to be either along 0°or 90°for 532 nm laser. According to the results in Figure 2 , the major maxima for the Raman polar plots of the A g modes with 633 nm laser excitation correspond to the x-axis of the crystal. Therefore, in Table 1 , 0°c orresponds to the x-axis of the GaTe crystal. The two groups of flake thicknesses presented here also show differences in the Raman profiles, which indicates the dependence of the anisotropic light-matter interactions on the flake thickness. From Table 1 , we can see that the thin and thick flakes share the same major maxima direction (either at 0°or at 90°) for different Raman modes and excitation wavelengths. The Raman anisotropy dependence on flake thickness is reflected in the polar plot shape (or the degree of anisotropy): some modes show stronger anisotropy for the thick flakes than the thin flakes (such as 107, 115, 268, 280 cm −1 modes under 532 nm laser), but some show similar degrees of anisotropy for both the thin and the thick flakes (such as 107 cm −1 mode under 633 nm laser, and 115 cm −1 mode under 785 nm laser), and some show stronger anisotropy for the thin flakes than the thick ones (such as 115 cm −1 mode under 633 nm laser). This complexity in the degree of anisotropy can be explained by the optical transition selection rules, which will be described below. In addition, it can be seen that for some modes, secondary maxima appear, such as those at 0°for the 208 and 268 cm −1 modes, and at 90°for the 280 cm −1 mode measured under 532 nm (E L = 2.33 eV) laser excitation in the thick flakes. This observation is similar to the case of BP, 15, 40, 41 and suggests that the light absorption, birefringence and phase difference in the Raman tensor elements are relevant for GaTe. 40−42 We can also see that the secondary maxima for the thick flakes are more pronounced than those measured for the thin ones for certain modes (268 and 280 cm −1 under 532 nm laser). These observations further confirm that the secondary maxima are related to the optical absorption of GaTe and to the birefringence effect, 15,40−42 since the thicker flakes have larger absorption and the absorption coefficient of GaTe at 2.33 eV (532 nm) is larger than that at 1.96 eV (633 nm) and at 1.58 eV (785 nm). These effects will be explained below. The results presented in Table 1 provide a strong indication of the anisotropic Raman intensity in GaTe and its intricate dependence on phonon energy, photon energy and flake thickness, which offers useful guidelines for the applications of GaTe.
19,20
Besides Raman scattering, we further studied the optical absorption and optical extinction of GaTe flakes. The extinction is calculated as ln(I 0 /I), where I and I 0 are the light intensities transmitted through the quartz substrate on and off a GaTe flake, respectively. Since the origin of the extinction is optical absorption in GaTe, it is important to measure the anisotropy of optical extinction. Here we measured the extinction spectra in the wavelength range from 450 to 790 nm. The extinction for nonpolarized light increases with increasing flake thicknesses ( Figure S6 ). For very thin GaTe flakes, such as the 6 nm-thick flake, almost no optical extinction is observed. The extinction of GaTe for polarized light was further investigated for the flakes on a quartz substrate shown in Figure 3 (a). In order to determine the crystalline orientation of the flakes, we used the results of polarized Raman measurements on them ( Figure S7 ), which indicated the 0°a nd 90°orientations in Figure 3 (a) correspond to x-and y-axes, respectively.
The optical extinction spectra on the 112 nm-thick flake (labeled with a star in Figure 3 (a)) for x-and y-polarized incident light are shown in Figure 3 (b). It can be seen that the extinction for y-polarization is slightly smaller than for xpolarization, indicating that the optical extinction in multilayer GaTe shows weak anisotropy, despite the in-plane low symmetry and structural anisotropy of GaTe. The inset in Figure 3 (b) shows a polar plot for the extinction of the 112 nmthick flake at wavelengths of 532 and 633 nm (E L = 2.33, 1.96 eV, respectively) at different polarization angles, which also indicates the weak in-plane anisotropy of the optical extinction in the GaTe flake. More polarized extinction profiles for the other connected flakes (see Figure 3 (a)) are shown in Figure  S7 (b−f), indicating weak extinction anisotropy, and slightly stronger optical extinction for the x-polarized light than for the y-polarized light as well. Such weak anisotropy in the optical extinction of GaTe is consistent with the previous work on bulk samples.
2 Figure 3 (c) shows the thickness dependence of the ratio of the integrated extinctions in the visible range (450 to 790 nm) along the x-and y-directions, which indicates extinction anisotropy. It can be observed that the ratio is small for all the measured thicknesses (below 1.3), suggesting the weak anisotropy of the optical extinction in GaTe. In thin flakes (thickness smaller than ∼40 nm), the extinction ratio is relatively large and can reach ∼1.3. The ratio drops as thickness increases and becomes close to 1.0 (isotropic) for the thickness range 50−130 nm. For even thicker flakes (>160 nm), there is a rise of the extinction ratio and this rise is probably due to interference effect of light multireflected at the boundaries of quartz substrate and GaTe flake, which can play a role when the thickness of the flake is comparable to or larger than the wavelength of light but is negligible for thin flakes. The extinction ratios at the individual wavelengths 532, 633, and 785 nm are provided in Figure S8 , which show the similar thickness evolution as in Figure 3 (c). Some other anisotropic 2D materials, such as BP, 15, 43 show stronger anisotropy in optical extinction than GaTe. The ratio of the integrated extinction of BP in the visible range can be 1.6 for a 225 nmthick flake and 1.5 for a 9 nm-thick flake.
15 The relatively weak extinction anisotropy of GaTe is advantageous for its practical application in optoelectronic devices, in the sense that the device performance is not sensitive to the polarization angle of the incident light and thus does not require a strict crystalline orientation determination for general use. However, the flake thickness and the choice of substrate should be considered in the design of optoelectronic devices based on GaTe.
In order to explain the observed anisotropies of Raman scattering and optical extinction for GaTe, we carried out a calculation of the electron−photon interactions. The details of the calculation can be found in Section 1 of Supporting Information (SI). Briefly, the optical absorption spectra can be obtained by calculating absorption coefficient α. According to Fermi's Golden Rule, α is proportional to the square of the electron−photon matrix element, ⟨m|H op |i⟩, 44 which describes the optical transition from the state i to m, and the matrix element is given by the inner product of the dipole vector ⟨m|∇|i⟩ and the light polarization vector. When the polarization of the incident light changes, this inner product gives the polarization dependence of α. On the other hand, when the state m or i changes by changing the flake thickness or the laser excitation wavelength, the matrix element ⟨m|H op |i⟩ and its polarization dependence change correspondingly. This result is known as the optical transition selection rules, and can be explained by group theory (details in Section 2 of SI). In the case of monoclinic bulk GaTe, the high symmetry points Γ , Z and P in the Brillouin zone belong to the C 2h 3 (C2/m) space group. The symmetry of the eigenfunction for each energy band at the Z and P points ( Figure S9 ) was determined by firstprinciples calculation. The Z and P points have the largest probability for optical transitions, and Figure 4 (a) shows the selection rules of the optical transitions near the Fermi energy. The transitions between the A g state and the B u state and between the A u state and the B g state occur by x-polarized light, while the transitions between the A g state and the A u state and between the B g state and the B u state occur by y-polarized light. The main contribution near the gap energy (λ > 600 nm) comes from x-polarized light, and as the photon energy increases, the y-polarized light is partially absorbed and the optical absorption/extinction anisotropy becomes weaker. This is due to the involvement of more energy bands in the absorption which contribute to different anisotropies as the photon energy increases. In line with the experimental results, the calculation also yields larger absorption for x-than for ypolarized light for the photon energy near the bandgap ( Figure  S10(a) ).
With these selection rules of optical transitions and group theory, we can explain the intricate Raman polarization dependence presented in Table 1 . The Raman intensity can be obtained by incorporating two electron−photon matrix elements with one electron−phonon matrix element as follows:
where ΔE mi = E m − E i − iΓ, m (m′) is the intermediate state and Γ is a broadening factor corresponding to the lifetime of photoexcited electrons. The initial (i) and final (f) states are the same in a Raman process. If we neglect the polarization dependence of the electron−phonon matrix element ⟨m′|H ep v | m⟩, the polarization dependence of the Raman intensity can be described by the product of two electron−photon matrix elements, ⟨f |H op |m′⟩ and ⟨m|H op |i⟩. We show the detailed selection rules for the A g and B g Raman modes in Section 3 of SI, and an example of the transition corresponding to the A g and B g modes at the Z or P point in Figure 4(b,c) . For the A g mode, the m and m′ states have the same symmetry, and the two electron−photon interaction matrix elements in eq 1 have the same polarization dependence that gives a 180°period in the polarization dependence; while for the B g mode, the m and m′ states have different symmetries, and the two matrix elements have the opposite polarization dependences, resulting in the 90°period of the B g polarization profile, which is consistent with the experimental results shown in Table 1 . Using the above analyses, we can explain the phenomena of major maximum axis flipping shown in Table 1 : for Raman modes under 532 nm laser excitation, the major axis can flip between 0°and 90°, while 633 and 785 nm lasers do not induce such flipping of major axes. This is because 532 nm (2.33 eV) laser can excite the electrons to several energy bands with different symmetries, making a complicated polarization profile. Moreover, at low laser excitation energy, the Raman and B g (c) modes at the Z or P point.
) indicates the electron−phonon interaction emitting an A g (B g ) phonon. Red and blue arrows indicate the transition activated by x-and y-polarized light, respectively. In (a−c), the horizontal (vertical) axes in the polar plots correspond to x-(y-) axes.
modes are mostly x-polarized, while at higher laser excitation energy, the Raman modes polarized along the y-axis exist (Figure 4(a) ), which is in a good agreement with the experimental observations in Table 1 . The differences in the degree of anisotropy for different flake thicknesses (Table 1) are due to the change in the energy band structures with flake thickness. Besides, it is observed in Table 1 that under 532 nm laser, the 280 cm −1 Raman mode has x-polarization, different from the other A g modes with y-polarization. This is because the electronic states involved in the Raman process are related to the phonon energy. Therefore, it is possible that under 532 nm laser and for the 280 cm −1 phonon, x-polarized electron− photon interactions dominate, while for the other A g modes with different phonon energies, the electron−photon interactions with y-polarization are dominant.
Our optical transition selection rules using quantum mechanical model and group theory are essential for the analysis of the Raman anisotropy in GaTe. If we adopt the classical theory of the Raman tensor for the polarization dependence of the Raman intensity, the phonon modes with the same symmetry would have the same polarization dependence under the same excitation wavelength. 45 However, as can be observed from Table 1 , under 532 nm laser excitation, the maximum intensity for the A g mode at 280 cm −1 is along the y-axis, while the other A g modes at 107, 115, 208, 268 cm
are polarized toward the x-axis, which suggests the necessity of using quantum theory for the Raman intensity (eq 1) for understanding the polarization dependence. 45 Since we notice that there is small discrepancy of anisotropy between theory and experiment, it is expected that the anisotropy of the electron−phonon interaction contributes to the anisotropy of the Raman intensity, which will be part of the future work. This method of characterizing the optical anisotropy of GaTe can be generalized to other 2D materials with in-plane anisotropy, which should be of significant importance for designing thermoelectric, electronic and photonic devices.
In addition, it is demonstrated through calculation (see Section 4 of SI for details) that the interference effect can affect the anisotropies in the optical absorption and extinction, but is not as important for the Raman anisotropy (Figures S11− S12). 40,46−48 For the optical absorption, the calculation involving the interference effect ( Figure S11(b,c) ) reduces the intrinsic absorption anisotropy, which is obtained solely by the electron−photon matrix elements. It suggests that the interference effect plays an important role in the optical absorption and extinction in GaTe, which is consistent with the experimental results. However, the experimentally observed anisotropy of the Raman intensity cannot be mainly attributed to the interference effect ( Figure S12(b) ), but is mostly due to the anisotropy of light-matter interactions.
On the basis of the theory we developed, it is expected that intricate in-plane anisotropy occurs in many low-symmetry 2D materials. Indeed, it has been reported that Raman spectroscopy shows polarization dependence on the crystalline orientation for various low-symmetry 2D materials, such as in BP, GaTe, ReSe 2 , ReS 2 , SnSe, etc. 45 The dependence is related to the symmetry of the material. For example, the major axis of Raman intensity polar plot is along either the zigzag or armchair directions for the A g modes in BP with D 2h symmetry, while in ReSe 2 and ReS 2 which have P1̅ symmetry, the major axis can be along different lattice directions. 49, 50 Furthermore, due to the complexity of Raman process, such a polarization dependence can vary with factors such as excitation laser wavelength, flake thickness, phonon frequency, etc.
15, 41 The anisotropy of optical absorption and extinction can also be observed in some anisotropic 2D materials, but the degree of anisotropy depends on the actual electronic energy bands of the material and may not be directly connected to the structural anisotropy of the material. For example, BP with higher structural symmetry D 2h , shows stronger anisotropy of the optical absorption in the visible range than GaTe, which has relatively lower structural symmetry C 2h .
15 By the same token, the mobility anisotropy may not be directly related to the structural anisotropy, but is more closely related to the energy band diagram. 12 More studies on the anisotropic optical and electronic properties of other in-plane anisotropic 2D materials are necessary for the future applications of such materials, to provide more guidance on particular choices of materials to use for particular applications.
CONCLUSION
In summary, we performed an experiment/theory integrated investigation of the anisotropic optical extinction and Raman scattering in GaTe, which reveals insights into the role of anisotropy in light-matter interactions. The anisotropy of optical extinction is generally weak in the visible spectral range for multilayer GaTe, despite the in-plane structural anisotropy for GaTe. However, the anisotropy of the Raman intensity is strong and sensitively depends on excitation laser energy, phonon energy and GaTe thickness. This intricate dependence of the Raman scattering anisotropy on these different parameters stems from optical transition selection rules, as dictated by group theory. This work underscores the importance of understanding the anisotropic light-matter interactions in GaTe as well as other layered materials with low symmetry and in-plane anisotropy. This work also provides useful guidelines for the exploration of applications in electronic, optoelectronic and thermoelectric devices based on GaTe.
METHODS
Sample Preparation and Characterization. GaTe flakes were mechanically exfoliated from a bulk single-crystal GaTe onto 300 nm SiO 2 /Si or quartz substrates. The thicknesses of the flakes were measured by atomic force microscopy (AFM). To transfer the GaTe flakes onto the TEM grid, we first exfoliated the GaTe flakes onto a PMMA thin film spin-coated on a Si substrate. The locations of the GaTe flakes were identified using an optical microscope, and a C-flat TEM grid was placed upside-down on the GaTe flake. Then the TEM grid was sealed in a drop of PMMA to fix the position, and the whole structure was immersed in acetone to remove PMMA, ending up with GaTe flakes lying flat and clean on the TEM grid. The TEM measurement was made using the facility of Joel 2011 TEM. The selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern of the sample as shown in the inset of Figure 2 (a) was taken with a camera length of 15 cm.
Raman Measurements. Raman spectra were measured using a Horiba Jobin-Yvon HR800 system with three excitation lasers (532, 633, and 785 nm). A 100× objective was used to focus the laser beam on the sample with the spot size of approximately 1 μm. The laser power at the sample location was about 0.5 mW. In the polarization dependence measurements, parallel backscattering configuration was used with the capability of sample rotation. The Raman peak parameters were obtained by fitting the spectra with Lorentzian/ Gaussian line shapes.
Microextinction Measurements. The extinction spectra were measured on GaTe flakes placed on 0.5 mm thick quartz substrates using a home-built microextinction setup operating in the transmission mode. The white light source (EQ-99XFC, Energetiq) was coupled out with 25 μm diameter optical fiber. The white light was focused on the sample surface with spot size ∼1.5 μm using two microscope objectives: a 5×-collimating objective, NA (numeric aperture) = 0.1, and a 100×-long working distance objective, NA = 0.8 in an inverted microscope. The transmitted light was collected by a 50×-objective (NA = 0.5) in an upright microscope coupled to the inverted microscope, and was analyzed by a spectrometer (Spectra Pro 2300i, f = 0.3 m) equipped with a CCD camera (Pixis 256BR, Princeton Instruments). The extinction was calculated as ln(I 0 /I), where I and I 0 are the light intensities transmitted through the quartz substrate on and off a GaTe flake, respectively. Here the extinction includes both optical absorption and reflection which is analyzed theoretically in SI. For the polarized microextinction measurements, the incident white light was linearly polarized using a Glan-Taylor polarizer.
Theoretical Calculations. The electronic band structure of GaTe was calculated within the DFT method as implemented in the Quantum Espresso package. 51 We used a generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) functional. Norm-conserving pseudopotential was used. 52 The kinetic energy cutoff for wave functions was set at 50 Ry. The Monkhorst− Pack scheme with 8 × 8 × 8 mesh was used to sample k-points of the Brillouin zone of bulk GaTe. Atomic coordinates of bulk GaTe were determined from experimental results. 53, 54 The phonon dispersion relation of GaTe was calculated based on density functional perturbation theory 55 
Calculation of optical absorption
In order to explain the observed anisotropy of Raman scattering and optical extinction for GaTe, we carried out a calculation of the electron-photon interaction. The electron-photon matrix element, 〈 | op | 〉, which can be calculated within the dipole approximation, 1 is responsible for an optical transition from the state to and is given by
where is the polarization vector for the incident light, and is the dipole vector defined as = 〈 | | 〉 . The electronic wave functions for the states and are obtained from first-principles density functional theory (DFT) calculations.
Optical extinction and absorption probability can be given by the absorption coefficient , which is given by the Fermi's Golden Rule:
where is the energy of the incident photon, and ( ) is the energy of the electronic state ( ). In the numerical calculations, we approximate the delta function δ( − −
) with a Gaussian function } , where γ is a broadening factor corresponding to the lifetime of a photo-excited electron. Here γ can be determined from the spectral width of the optical absorption 2 and we adopt γ = 0.03 eV in this calculation.
The calculated optical absorption spectrum is shown in Figure S10 (a). The absorption spectrum thus obtained reproduces the fact that x-(0°) polarized light is more absorbed than y-(90°) polarized light.
Analysis of the absorption anisotropy using group theory
Monoclinic bulk GaTe belongs to the C 2h 3 (C2/m) space group. The high symmetry points , and in the Brillouin zone have the same C 2h 3 (C2/m) symmetry. As discussed in the main text, the direct energy bandgap occurs at the Z point and the gap energy is similar to that at the P point. Therefore we can discuss the selection rules of optical transitions near the gap energy by group theory analysis at the Z and P points in the Brillouin zone. We applied the projection operators of each irreducible representation for the C 2h 3 space group (Table S3) to the wave functions and determined the symmetry of 3 the eigenfunction for each energy band at the Z and P points. Figure 4(a) shows the selection rules of optical transitions near the Fermi energy. Details of the symmetry assignment for the energy bands are given in Figure S9 . These optical transitions follow the optical selection rules of the C 2h 3 space group shown in Table S4 . As shown in Table   S4 , the transitions between the and states and between the and states occur with x-polarized light, while the transitions between the and states and between the and states occur with y-polarized light. The main contribution near the gap energy comes from the x-polarized light, and as the photon energy increases, the ypolarized light is absorbed. Thus the anisotropy of the optical absorption and extinction becomes weak with increasing photon energy.
Analysis of Raman anisotropy using group theory
With the selection rules of optical transitions, we can explain the first-order polarization dependence presented in Table 1 Tables S5 and S6, respectively, and an example of the transition corresponding to the and modes at the P point in Figures S10(b-c) . For the mode, the and ′ states have the same symmetry, and both electron-photon interaction matrices in Eq. (S3) have the same polarization dependence that gives a 180° period for the polarization profile; while for the mode, the and ′ states have different symmetries, and the two electron-photon interaction matrices have the opposite polarization dependences, resulting in the 90°
period of the polarization profiles as shown in Table 1 . We can see that the calculated results well reproduce the shape of the polarization dependence of the Raman spectra found in the experiment.
Calculation of the interference effect
The interference effect in the sample and substrate contributes to the dependence of the observed optical extinction and Raman scattering on thickness of the sample and wavelength of the laser. We evaluate the interference effect by calculating the transmission probability with use of the transfer matrix method for the optical absorption/extinction and the enhancement factor for Raman scattering. Table S7 .
For the optical absorption of GaTe, we consider the setup of the experiment with the GaTe sample on a 2 = 0.5 mm quartz substrate ( Figure S11(a) ) and we calculate the reflection, transmission, and absorption probabilities ( , , and ) by the transfer matrix method, as shown below. We assume the electromagnetic wave oscillating with a frequency ω and we obtain the relation between the electric and magnetic field from the 
Using Eqs. (S5), (S6) and (S7), we can obtain the conditions of propagating the fields in the i-th medium ( < < +1 ) as follows:
Further, when we use the boundary conditions for , and , that are , ( ) = +1, ( ) and , ( ) = +1, ( ) , the transfer matrix of the boundary conditions becomes an identity matrix. Therefore the relations of , and , between the depth at z = and z = +1 are given by
Using the relations of Eq. (S9) repeatedly, we can obtain the relations for , and , between the depth at z = 0 and z = as follows:
where ℳ = ℳ 1 −1 ℳ 2 −1 is the transfer matrix. The reflection and transmission coefficients, and , are associated with ,+ and ,− as follows:
Using Eq. (S11), we can obtain the expression for and as follows: In order to calculate the absorption probability by the transfer matrix method, we need to obtain the complex refractive index of GaTe. We calculate the refractive index by a firstprinciples calculation, and also by fitting with the experimental extinction spectra to the Drude-Lorentz model; polarized light. In Figure S11 (b), we show the calculated optical absorption probability using the refractive index from the first-principles calculation. The absorption probability oscillates with wavelength and GaTe thickness due to the interference effect. In Figure   S11 (c), we show the optical extinction spectra obtained by the Drude-Lorentz model with the above fitting parameters. In order to compare with experiment directly, we evaluate the optical extinction ln( substrate ⁄ ) , where and substrate are the transmission probability of the sample with the substrate, and only the substrate, respectively. From the fitted calculation result, we conclude that the peak at 530 nm is given by an interference effect and the peak at 730 nm is given by the absorption in GaTe.
For the observation of Raman scattering, we consider the same situation with the experiment that the GaTe sample is on the Si/SiO 2 (300 nm) substrate ( Figure S12(a) ).
The amplitude of the excitation light at the depth z from the top of sample is given by . We obtain the complex refractive index of GaTe from the first-principles calculation.
The amplitude of the Raman scattered light at the depth in GaTe sample is given by . (S17)
We can assume that is the same for and since the wavenumber of the scattered light is almost the same as the incident light. Actually, the Raman shift of GaTe observed in this experiment is smaller than 300 cm -1 . The total enhancement factor is written as follows:
and the total Raman intensity is written as = ⋅ , with the intrinsic Raman intensity denoted by . In the calculation of the enhancement factor, we use the refractive index obtained from the first-principles calculation. Figures S12(b-d) are the GaTe thickness dependence of the calculated enhancement factor. As seen in Figure S12 (b), which shows the calculated ratio of the enhancement factors in the x-and y-directions for the Raman intensity, the interference effect causes the Raman intensity in the x-direction to be 8 smaller than in the y-direction for both excitation wavelengths 532 and 633 nm, and almost the same intensity in the x and y-directions for the wavelength 785 nm. These differ from the experimental observations ( Table 1 ), suggesting that the anisotropy of the Raman intensity cannot be mainly attributed to the interference effect, but is mostly due to the anisotropy of the light-matter interactions. Table S1 for assignment of phonon modes. (Table 1) . Therefore, from the polarization dependence of the Raman spectra, we can identify the crystalline orientation: for the flakes in (a) and in Figure 3 in the main text, the 0° and 90°
orientations correspond to the x-and y-axes, respectively. (Table S7) Table S4 . Selection rules of optical transitions for the C 2h 3 space group. These selection rules correspond to the electron-photon matrix element ⟨ | op | ⟩, which is described by and is coupled by the inner product with polarization vector (Eq. (S1)).
x-polarized light = y-polarized light = A | 〉 | 〉 | 〉 | 〉 
